What Makes a Great Online Teacher?
Instructors need to connect with students
that happens n-person or via the web

—

whether

By LAURA DESENA
Online teaching strategies are, at their to achieve this than within the environ
core, much like brick and mortar strate ment itself: the virtual world? Students
gies: the central objective is for a teacher are confident in cyberspace and we can
to impart content knowledge to students. leverage this confidence, experienced
‘Ièachers accomplish this through engag in their comfort zone, into a productive
ing and inspiring students, through com learning environment. Instead of being a
municating their expert knowledge. but means of escaping reality, it can be a means
beyond that, and perhaps flute impor— of better understanding reality through an
tandy, through sharing their passion for academic lens.
the subject and its relevance to students’
In a traditional classroom, teach
lives. [f education is productive, students ers assess students’ acquired knowledge
are finally confronted with themselves through vehicles such as essays, exams,
their innermost thoughts, their belief participation, and collaboration. All of
systems, their moral values, and their these may also he evaluated in the virtual
aesthetic values.
environment. Occasionally particularly
Teaching inspires a journey: it with participation they can be more
should he an authentic experience. The meaningfully assessed in an online course
fear with online learning is that the expe than in-person. A reticent student can
rience is two-dimensional and not three. often he coaxed to engage in critical
This is a common misconception. ‘l’he stu discourse from the security of what
dent in the virtual world is still on a journey seems like an anonymous voice. In vir
in some cases it will be largely self—guided tual spaces, like wiki and blogs, students
and in other cases teacher-directed. In validate or refute the ideas of their peers
the online environment, dialogues can be
in discourse that they would perhaps shy
conducted across centuries, across oceans
away from in an actual classroom. Chal
and through infinite cyberspace—and all in lenging ideas in a virtual environment with
the immediate moment through Internet its perceived distance, becomes easier and
connectivir This is the 21st century envi
more inviting. This builds confidence.
ronment, It represents the chaotic energy which often manifests later in their written
of fast-paced access to information (not academic arguments.
of all it credible, of course) that we need
Traditional models of instruction,
to help students navigate, providing them
student-centered and teacher-directed,
with critical thinking skills to discriminate are duplicated in the virtual environment.
among sources of information.
In asynchronous online instruction, the
student works independently, studying
Cyberspace Advantages What better place
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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c-content and is periodically in contact
with the teacher for guided instruction
via email, discussion boards, wiki, blogs.
The instructor assesses knowledge gleaned
from independent and guided study.
In synchronous online instruction, the
teacher is present for every lesson in the
virtual classroom to instruct and to provide
immediate feedback to the students, as
he/she would be in the brick and mortar
classroom, and the teacher’s body language
(through videocamn) can be observed as
part of the visual cues a student often
needs praise and perplexity, aflirniation
and correction. Hybrid online instruc
tion is a merging of both experiences, the
asynchronous and synchronous.
—

Asynchronous Online Learning Asynchro
nous instruction does not occur in real

time. It is essentially guided, not interac
tive, instruction. Asynchronous courses

may be designed by teachers within

your

district or your district may purchase

prepackaged courses from online schools.
Vhat follows are recommendations fur
teachers who are designing and teaching
asynchronous courses for their districts.
‘i’hese suggestions do not necessarily
reflect the prepackaged asynchronous
content delivery offered by online schools.
Asynchronous Instruction Teaching in an
asynchronous setting requires guiding

students through meaningful assignments,
such as readings of c-documents, or doing
research projects or collaborative work.
Posted lecture notes, podcasts of recorded
content, and even video recordings of lec
tures via Yöu’fIibe should be considered as
more dynamic presentations.
Teachers must encourage engage
ment long distance by maintaining
consistent contact with students, check—

—

ing c-mails regularly A specific course
outline, including established deadlines
for assignments, should be provided. it is
important to keep the student on track to
complete the material in timely fashion. It
is in the students’ best interest for teachers
to be unflinchingly firm on established
deadlines. Responding to students’ que
ries, via e—mail, should he done within
48 hours so that students’ questions are
addressed while they are still relevant.
(Some prepackaged online schools claim
instructors will respond to students’ email
queries within three to four business days.)
independence and self-pacing is fostered
in this style of online instruction. (In p’—
packaged online programs, self-pacing is
touted as an advantage.) But, students must
not feel they are floating in the vacuum
of cyberspace: this means hack and forth
dialogue with the instructor and peers.
The best forum for this is the discussion
board. The instructor should post to the
discussion board to keep the conversanon
going to validate, deepen exploration
and, when necessary, correct. Students
should he directed, in their postings, to
support their arguments (formal and infor
mal) using primary and secondary sources,
including embedding links so that a dimen
sion is added to discussion that moves well
beyond learning in the brick and mortar
classroom. This model of discussion (inter
pretation and evidence) prepares them well
for the rigors of higher education. Because
the discussion is conducted online and not
in the classroom, students will have mime—
diate access to external sources. A lesson on
discriminating among sources, particularly
among Internet sources, is critical.
—

Asynchronous Assessment Traditional

assessments apply: essays, research papers,

collahorative assignments, open—book
exams. Students submit work as e-mail
attachments or through posting on websites like http://vww.rikispaces.com VVhen
giving quizzes or exams, an honor code
must be established.
Resources Several online schools offer
prepackaged courses so that districts need
not find a teacher willing to create an asyn
chronous course. Essentially, they package
all course materials and offer content deliv
ery asynchronously (not in real time), In
New Jersey, administrators may consider
the NewJersey Virtual School http://r’w.
njvs.org/defiiult.aspx In addition, there are
national companies such as ViIS, Virtual
High School. http://z’r’.gochs.oig/Pages/
Why VhS-I-lame A New Jersey based
company, bE, Inc http://innovationson—

lineed.com/defiinlt.aspx offers synchronous
and hybrid courses tailored to NewJersey
school districts’ needs.
Important to maintaining brick
and mortar standards is ascertaining the
level of interaction between student and
teacher. Is the content packaged into what
is essentially an online textbook, followed
by an online multiple-choice test, which
students may retake several times until
they receive a passing grade? Does the
online school offer guided instruction
regular teacher/student interaction how
often and through what means (e-mail,
discussion hoards)? Does the teacher assess
the coursework or does the program!
computer?
—

—

Synchronous Online Learning Synchronous
instruction takes place in real time: teacher
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and students log-on and enter the virtual
classroom together. Every session is led
by the teacher. The virtual classroom
comes equipped with a whiteboard, chatbox, audio/video capability, c-notebook,
ernotlcons (for immediate student feed
back), Internet access, applications, and
breakout rooms (for collaborative work
among students). Microphones and speak
ers allow students and the teacher to speak
to each other during the session. Access to
the Internet is immediate for teacher-led
discussion of external sources. As students
interact in real time with the teacher and
with each other, the social element of
learning is not compromised with this
model ofinstruction. Synchronous instruc
tion comes closest to mimicking the brick
and mortar environment. Questions are
addressed by the instructor in the moment,
rather than deferred to an e-mail response
days later. The synchronous environment
allows for both teacher and student-cen
tered learning. The teacher may use the
whiteboard to post notes, pose questions,
invite student problem solving (students
may write on the whiteboard). Students are
invited to take charge of the microphone
for a presentation, or to converse in a
foreign language. They max’ have group
discussions and work on group projects in
breakout rooms during class time.
Synchronous Instruction Teachers must
engage students. The virtual classroom
offers a variety of tools to facilitate this.
Productive teaching involves using these
tools in a meaningful way. The tools should
not be a distraction but, collectively, a
method of effective delivery. Excellent
teachers have a variety of styles; adapting
the environment to the teaching style is ke
Many instructors open with an
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outline for the session and teach to these
objectives through a combination of lec
ture and PowerPoint presentations for
visual engagement and elaboration, then
move to open discussion, and onto the
Internet for secondary sources for extrapo
lation, ending the session with a question
and answer segment. Others will leum
problems to he solved on a whiteboard
and ask students to work out the answers
directly on the whitehoard, inviting each
student to participate in one stage of the
solution. In language classes, students are
invited to speak to each other. Individual
psitations of researched information
or of a persuasive speech on a topic allow
for student-centered experiences. Debates
and critical discourse are possible in real
dine. Students can be directed to take notes
using c-notebook and instructors can send
handouts to students during the lesson.
For science instructors, there are
virtual labs: one example a website
hosted by University of Oregon, Depart
Inent of Physics offers many fascinating
labs including this one on the “Moons of
.1 upiter” hi tp://jersey. uoregon. edit/tm p/
orhits.html. There are virnial fieldtrips to
museums for students of art and history
(see The Teachers Guide: 1 Virtual Fieldtrzps
bttp://wz’c’.theterichersguide.com/cirta_
altourt. html.) There are primary source
documents for all subject areas. Prepara
tion is key to excellent instruction in this
environment. If a teacher’s presentations
are all text-based, he or she will not be
attending to all learning styles in this
vibrant environment.
—

—

Classroom Management Online iflstnLctors
must check in with each student during the
class session by directly asking questions
or inviting responses. This ensures that a
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student who is logged-on hasn’t minimized
the virtual classroom and opened another
Internet window to play a computer game,
surf the net or has walked away from the
computer during the session. Periodically
asking questions, which require an emoti
con, or yes or no answer, is an effective
way of making certain students are really
in attendance. Students also have private
chat capability so monitoring the chatbox
is important. It should he announced at the
start of each session that the teacher is able
to read all chat messages, including those
sent “privately” to another student. ,Just
as teachers would not allow whispering
in the back of the room, they should not
allow private, irrelevant chatting in the
virtual classroom.
Synchronous Assessment Participation

may be assessed in the virtual classroom,
enabling the teacher to evaluate students’
knowledge in the moment. Open hook
exams, essays, or projects may he submit
ted as e-mail attachments. Presentations
individual and group may be evalu—
atecl in real time. Tests may be c-mailed
or administered online to students within
the context of an established honor code.
—

—

Hybrid instruction Flybrid instruction

merges asynchronous and synchronous
experiences. Assignments include discus
sion board postings, dialogue with the
instructor via e-mail, and studying mdc—
pendentlv (asynchronous instruction). But
there are also regularly scheduled meet
ings in the virtual classroom for review
or introduction of content (synchronous
instruction).
Common Ground The qualities that make
for an excellent teacher in the traditional
classroom are the same in the virtual class—

room the ability to engage and motivate,
fiscilitating the transfer knowledge from
expert to novice. The techniques are some
what different because the environment
is different, hut the essentials remain the
same. Dr. Valorie Phillian, who teaches a
synchronous online course French IV
at Northern Highlands Regional High
School in New jersey, reflects on this
virtual meeting in real time with students.
“As is true in the regular classroom setting,
this connection along with interaction and
intellectual curiosity combine to create a
valuable learning experience.”
What works for the teacher in the
brick and mortar environment that which
defines her/his style is translatable in the
virtual environment through creativity and
innovation and there are, of course, the
infinite possibilities that the finite space of a
brick and mortar classroom cannot provide.
One important aspect that instruc
tors must consider when teaching an online
course and school districts must consider
when approving such courses is that
instructors must be open to assessing their
courses continuously. Since some students
taking online courses report experiencing
a sense of disconnection, the assessments
should examine whether students are
provided with the essentials of a quality
online education. Those essentials include
clear and continuous guidance, prompt
and constructive feedback, well-designed
assignments and meaningftd opportunities
for interaction and support.
—

Logged-On Learning
K-i 2 onhne education is growing throughout the
countr’. What’s happening in New Jersey?
By JANET BAMFORD
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\Vhether it’s called online learn
ing, c—learning, virtual classes,
cvher-education, or other names,
the practice of a student being
educated via the web is growing
quickly.
The International Associ
ation for K-12 Online Learning
(iNACOL) estimates that more
than 1.5 million K—12 students
across the nation were engaged
in online and blended learn
ing (which involves an online
component) for the 2009-2010
school year. Those numbers
have grown quickly. In 2000,
there were about 50,000 student
enrollments in K— 12 online
learning.
Nationally, H2 percent of
all public K-12 school districts
offer online courses to students,
according to the Sloan Consor
nuns, a non-profit organization
that promotes online education.
It’s no wonder. Many of the advan
tages of online learning are readily appar
ent. Virtual classes allow smaller or more
rural school districts to offer courses they
might not otherwise be able to offer.
Motivated students who face scheduling
conflicts can take a course online that they
otherwise couldn’t. Students who have
failed a course can take an online course
for credit recovery, Districts can use online

courses as home instruction for students
who are on a short- or long-term leave.
New Jersey Lagging? Like the rest of the
country New Jersey has seen growth in
online learning, although there arc no solid
figures on how many students are taking
online courses.
Public legislative hearings on the
topic of online learning were held on Nov.
23 by the Joint Committee on the Public
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